
Boshonto Eshe Geche
By GMGC TMCP UNIT

A celebration of the Boshonto Utsab was conducted in Gokhale Memorial Girls’ College,

Kolkata by the GMGC TMCP Unit. The event celebrated on the 18th of March 2023, was called

‘Boshonto Eshe Geche’. It was an attempt by the students to bring the hues of the festival of

colors, ‘Doljatra’ and ‘Holi’ within the premises of the college.

The event of the day-long program consisted of the celebration of the season of joy,

rebirth and colors through cultural performances in

the presence of our respected professors and our

friends. The event was performed in Lecture Theatre

2 from 2 p.m. onwards and consisted of a

participation of over 30 students of Gokhale

Memorial Girls’

College. The

different performances started with a group presentation of

a Rabindra Sangeet staged by 6 girls, breathing in the spirit

of mirth and celebration into the hearts of the audience. The

very next presentation was an enactment of Lord Krishna

and Radha Rani through a dance leaving a surreal serenity

in the atmosphere. This was followed by a few more songs,



dances and a recital. Then our respected Principal Madam Dr. Atashi Karpha was invited for

felicitation and on our earnest request she uplifted our spirits with her encouraging speech,

congratulated us on our successful execution of the event and also reminded us of our aim and

the intention behind attending college and receiving education.

This was followed by a readers’ theater (Shruti Natak)

named Jamdani bringing out a story of a mother and a

daughter who deal with the societal impressions of their

drastically different worlds. A duet song about the festival

of colors and the life of a woman in the languages native to

rajasthan and assam was presented next. The celebration

ended with a Bihu dance performed by a group of four girls dressed in the white sarees with red

borders giving the utmost visual pleasures to the audience.

It would not have been possible without the contribution and support from our respected

principal. The help and encouragement that we got from our professors, and our principal was

extremely necessary and played an important role in bringing our plans to life.A special note of

gratitude to the staff for helping us with the arrangements, setting up of the speakers and

microphones and cleaning the room before and after the event.

Report presented by
Srijani Ganguly
Semester IV
English Department
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